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We report the observation of a large negative magnetothermal resistance in~111! Co/Cu
superlattices grown by molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! techniques. The observed field dependence
is proportional to that of the electrical resistance, in accordance with the Wiedemann–Franz law.
The Lorentz number deduced from the measurements is (2.760.3)31028 V2/K2. The
magnetothermopower also shows a similar correlation with resistivity. These findings reveal that
large-angle elastic scattering of conduction electrons, arising from a spin-dependent density of states
at the Fermi level, is the dominant process responsible for the observed large magnetotransport
effects. In zero field, both electrons and phonons contribute to the thermal conduction of the
MBE-grown Co/Cu system, at a ratio of about 1:2 near 300 K becoming nearly equal below 150 K.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!69408-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most exciting discoveries in metallic th
films and multilayers is the observation of giant magneto
sistance~GMR! effects.1–3 For obvious scientific and tech
nological reasons, much of the effort has been focused
electrical transport. However, in order to understand the
ture of the spin-dependent scattering responsible for
GMR effects, several key transport properties, both electr
and thermal, must be measured.4,5 Thermal conductivity
measurements can be used to determine the extent of in
tic scattering of the conduction electrons.6 When combined
with resistivity and thermopower measurements, studies
the thermal conduction provide insight into the mechani
by which conduction electrons scatter, e.g., via sp
dependent density of states5 or by spin-dependent scatterin
potentials.4

The problem in thin film systems is that the large su
strate cross section, or specifically the significantly lar
substrate thermal conduction compared to that of the fi
often makes the desired thermal measurements imprac
Despite this difficulty, thermal properties have been m
sured in polycrystalline samples of Co/Cu multilayers7,8 and
Co–Ag granular alloys,8,9 where the requirements on su
strates are less stringent than for epitaxial films. In the c
of Co/Cu samples7,8 thin glass slides were used to minimiz
substrate conduction. In most cases7–9 large-angle elastic
scattering was identified as the dominant process for con
tion electrons. However, in one set of Co/Cu multilayer8

the electron scattering exhibits a significant deviation fr
the elastic process, a behavior which was attributed to s
flip scattering by long wavelength magnons.8

Measurements in epitaxial films are made more diffic
by the need to provide a suitable crystalline substrate
oriented growth of the desired structure that is also t
enough not to overwhelm the contribution from the film.
second related difficulty is that the intrinsically slow grow
rate, required for maintaining good crystal quality, mak
films more than several microns thick impractical. One of
4586 J. Appl. Phys. 81 (8), 15 April 1997 0021-8979/97/
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solutions is to find a ‘‘removable’’ substrate. This is the tec
nique discussed in this paper.

Epitaxial films are widely recognized as having we
controlled material configurations and properties. Do th
much superior crystal coherence lengths and smoother in
faces change the electron scattering processes, particu
spin-dependent scattering? And what is the role of interfa
in these materials? In this paper we address some of t
issues, reporting measurements of thermal conduction
other transport properties of~111! Co/Cu superlattices grown
by molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! techniques. We show tha
the transport properties of the MBE-grown superlattices o
the Wiedemann–Franz law, so that large-angle elastic s
tering, arising from spin-dependent density of states, is
dominant process for conduction electrons giving rise to
large magnetotransport effects. We also demonstrate tha
technique employed in this research to measure heat con
tion of the epitaxial Co/Cu superlattices can be used in ot
epitaxial systems, particularly fcc~111! and hcp ~0001!
films.

II. SAMPLE GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION

The superlattice samples were grown by MBE tec
niques using synthetic fluorine mica substrates and Rh~111!
buffers.10 The growth was carried out in an advanced MB
system equipped within situ real-time reflection high-energy
electron diffraction~RT-RHEED! and a scanning tunneling
microscope~STM! to monitor the epitaxial morphology. Th
mica substrate was subsequently cleaved off the metal
leaving a ‘‘free-standing’’ film which is ideal for therma
transport measurements. The weak bonding of the mica
strates to the metal films allows the post growth cleave-
Each sample contains more than 200 bilayers of~111! Co
and Cu ~of total thickness;1 mm!, grown on a 250 ML
thick Rh ~111! buffer, and capped with a 10 ML thick Rh
layer to protect the superlattice. The Rh buffer was grown
400 °C and was subsequently annealed at 800 °C produ
terrace lengths ofmm dimensions. The superlattice was d
posited at 150 °C at a rate of;0.1 ML/s. With these growth
81(8)/4586/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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parameters the resulting steady-state terrace lengths d
growth were on the order of several hundred Å, as measu
by RT-RHEED and STM. The system pressure was kep
below 10210 Torr during growth.

Thermal transport measurements were performed
strips of free-standing superlattices, typically 1 mm wide a
several mm long. Other transport parameters, including e
trical resistance and thermopower, were measured also.
dc 4-terminal technique was used. Magnetotransport m
surements were made for fields applied in the growth pl
of the superlattices, parallel to the transport current, i.e., l
gitudinal measurements. A thermal gradient was establis
by a resistive heater mounted at one end of the film, with
other end anchored on the copper block of the magnet
ostat, and it was measured by constantan–chromel diffe
tial thermocouples. Thermopower measurements were
formed using calibrated fine Cu wires. The Rh contributio
to the transport parameters, about 5% of the total, were m
sured separately on Rh films and were subtracted from
data. The magnetization was measured using a comme
SQUID magnetometer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ~111! Co/Cu superlattices studied here exhibit lar
longitudinal magnetotransport effects.11,12 Figure 1 shows a
set of field-dependent measurements, together with the m
sured magnetization, for@Co7 ML/Cu19 ML#215 at 80 K. In this
temperature range both electrical and thermal resista
@Figs. 1~b! and 1~d!# exhibit more than a 10% change as t
field increases to saturation, as does the measured
mopower @Fig. 1~c!#. All longitudinal transport parameter
exhibit strong correlation with respect to each other, but th
exhibit a much higher saturation field than the measured b
magnetization@Fig. 1~a!#. The lack of correlation with the
magnetization of the Co layers indicates that spin-depen
scattering of conduction electrons occurs not in the bulk
the Co layers but evidently near the Co/Cu interfaces.11,12

The way the various transport effects scale with ea
other depends on the nature of the electronic scattering
cesses. Two correlations are of particular interest for the

FIG. 1. Field-dependent properties of@Co7 ML/Cu19 ML#215 at 80 K: ~a! mag-
netization,~b! resistivity, ~c! thermopower, and~d! thermal conductivity.
The saturation magnetization in~a!, Ms , is 1400 emu/cc. Lines are to guid
the eyes.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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derstanding of the magnetotransport effects. First, the
served magnetothermal conductivityk(H) satisfies the
Wiedemann–Franz law.6 This is made evident by the linea
behavior of thek(H) vs T/r(H) plots shown in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b! for @Co7 ML/Cu19 ML#215 at two different tempera-
tures, respectively. Furthermore, the temperature depend
also exhibits the same linear behavior, as shown in
k(H,T) vsT/r(H,T) plot in Fig. 2~c!. From the slope of the
linear behavior we obtain a Lorentz numberL0 of
~2.760.3!31028 V2/K2. The measuredL0 is comparable to
the nearly-free-electron value of 2.531028 ~Ref. 6!. This re-
sult indicates that large-angle elastic scattering processe
responsible for the electrical transport effects in MBE-gro
~111! Co/Cu superlattices. The second correlation is betw
the thermopowerS and resistivityr. The observed scaling is
of the form5,12,13

S~H !/T;r~0!/r~H !, ~1!

where r~0! and r(H) are resistivities at temperatureT, at
respective fields of 0 andH. When scattering of conduction
electrons is elastic, scattering by the spin-dependent den
of states of the unfilledd bands at the Fermi level leads t
precisely this form of scaling.5 Therefore, the two observe
correlations, one for thermal conductivity and the other
thermopower, together present a clear picture of the sca
ing mechanism for the conduction electrons responsible
the observed large magnetotransport effects. The lack
spin-dependent scattering at the interior of the Co layers
indicated by the different saturation behavior between
magnetization and the longitudinal magnetotransport par
eters discussed above, highlights the importance of
Co/Cu interfacial layers.

We now turn to the temperature dependence of the th
mal conductivity. Figure 3 shows the behavior f
@Co7 ML/Cu19 ML#215. At 300 K the total thermal conductivity
k is comparable to that of the bulk Cu.14 It decreases mono
tonically with temperature, and it becomes smaller than
bulk Co value below 100 K~Ref. 14!. The absence of a low
temperature peak, which is present in both bulk Co and

FIG. 2. Scaling plot of magnetothermal conductivityk(H) and magnetore-
sistivity r(H) of @Co7 ML/Cu19 ML#215 at ~a! T580 K and~b! T5150 K. ~c!
Temperature-dependent scaling plot ofk(H,T) vs T/r(H,T) at the two
temperatures, 80 K~circles! and 150 K ~squares!. The lines through the
points are linear fits of the data with slopes that correspond to a Lor
number of~2.760.3!31028 V2/K2.
4587Tsui et al.
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crystals, evidently arises from the presence of interfaces.
electronic contribution to the thermal conductivityke can
be estimated from the resistivity data, shown in the inse
Fig. 3, using the measured Lorentz number~see Fig. 3!. It
contributes about 30% of the total thermal conduction at 3
K, and the contribution increases to about 60% at temp
tures below 150 K. The reduced electronic contribution
the superlattices also evidently arises from the interfa
scattering. The observedke is comparable to that of the bul
Co crystals which is much smaller than that of the bulk
~Ref. 14!.

We note that the temperature-dependentk vs T/r plot,
such as the one shown in Fig. 2~c! for T580 and 150 K, does
not fall generally on a straight line for the full temperatu
range of our measurements~between 2 and 300 K!; only the
electronic contributionke does, because the phonon cont
bution to heat conduction changes with temperature~Fig. 3!.

IV. SUMMARY

We have studied heat conduction of MBE-grown~111!
Co/Cu superlattices in a wide range of temperatures
fields using a specially developed ‘‘removable substra

FIG. 3. Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity
@Co7 ML/Cu19 ML#215. Circles are the measured total thermal conductivi
The dashed line indicates the electronic contribution to the thermal con
tion ke , which is obtained from the resistivity data~inset! using the mea-
sured Lorentz number of 2.731028 V2/K2.
4588 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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technique. The technique developed here is useful for o
epitaxial metallic systems. In this system we observed la
magneto-thermal transport effects. Both thermal conductiv
and thermopower exhibit scaling with resistivity, and t
Wiedemann–Franz law is satisfied. The different contrib
tions from electrons and phonons to the thermal conduc
are identified. The results reveal that spin-dependent den
of states at the Fermi level plays a dominant role in givi
rise to large-angle elastic scattering of the conduction e
trons, and leading to the observed large longitudinal mag
totransport effects in this system. The measurements s
light on the basic mechanism of magnetotransport in MB
grown superlattices, with sharp interfaces, in terms of ela
scattering of the conduction electrons at interfaces.
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